
Advanced engagement analytics to
compliment your ESP.

250ok Analytics™
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The evolution of email analytics 
starts here.

250ok Analytics™ is the intersection of 
breakthrough filtering and advanced 
segmentation, resulting in a singular, unified view 
of email performance. Build and export 
highlytargeted segments using any combination 
of filters. Know when someone is likely to open 
your email or when they’re at risk of disengaging. 
Create custom parameters, such as age or 
gender, for more powerful segmentation. 
Effortlessly compare up to three campaigns, 
devices, clients, or locations.

Advanced Segmentation

Save filter sets as segments for easy reporting and 
exporting.

Comprehensive Activity History

Dive into recipient-level activity feeds to understand 
what makes your recipients tick.

Insightful Engagement Analysis

Discover when and how your customers are engaging 
with your content.

Audience Explorer



Questions?

sales@250ok.com

Technical
support@250ok.com

API
250ok.com/api-guide/

Sales

Utilize the tracking data 
to make informed 

decisions and optimize 
your campaigns for 

performance.

Track. Optimize. Repeat.

Send your campaign and 
watch the data roll in. We’ll 

do the heavy lifting to 
highlight the relevant data 

points.

Send Your Campaigns

Use our simple campaign 
creation wizard to grab 
your tracking pixel and 

embed it into the body of 
your email.

Embed A Tracking Pixel
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Advanced engagement analytics to compliment your ESP.
250ok Analytics™

Follow The Recipients 
Journey

Audience Explorer allows you to 
follow the recipient’s journey in 
granular detail. Know when someone 
is likely to open your email or when 
they’re at risk of disengaging. 
Engagement analysis doesn’t stop at 
open rates or clickthrough 
percentages. We’ll show you who 
read your campaign and for how long, 
drilled down to the individual 
recipient, device, and platform.

Getting Started is Simple

Did your customers read your email in length or simply skim through it? By embedding a simple tracking pixel 
in your emails, Email Informant makes it easy to measure how your recipients interact with your campaigns.


